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Management's Part in Production

by George H. Nelson

Following is the text of the third broadcast in the

series "Production Front" to be given by Mr. George H.Nelson

at 1 .30 a.m. (B.S.T.) tomorrow (Thursday} morning on the

Overseas North American Service of the B.B.C.

I am not the ghost of our famous Admiral Horatio Nelson, who, undaunted by odds, won

the Battle of Britain at Trafalgar in 1805, nor your estimable Donald Nelson who is playing

his part for the future battles of World Freedom to-day, I an an industrialist and an

engineer, with an intimate knowledge of a wide field of research, engineering and

manufacture. I want to tell you something of the warm affection which I feel for the

staff and workpeople of industry in this country, and of my admiration for their

magnificent war achievement.

Having recently returned from one of my visits to your country, I have been

further stimulated and encouraged by the efforts you are making to bring your war

production up to ours.

As always before, I found the United States a most hospitable land of plenty; ours

has become one of toil, restriction and danger. Our cheerfulness and determination,

however, have not abated. On the morning after the bombing of the centre of London, on

a wall of a partially destroyed building, I saw chalked up the following notice:-

"BOMBED OUT, BURNT OUT. FLOODED OUT, BUT STILL WORKING."

This picture epitomises the spirit of all our people.

Now, let us go back a little. For years before 1939, we were convinced that war

did not provide a solution of economic and social difficulties, we had therefore

adopted a policy of appeasement, hoping that our present enemies would follow our

example* This policy meant, that Britain's great industries were not organised on a war

basis, therefore, when Germany brutally attacked her neighbour Poland, a country I know

well, and Britain declared war on that aggressor, it was on the shoulders of Government

and of Management that the stupendous task fell of building up an adequate production

of materials for modern war.

Let me define Management. I do not mean just the chief executives, in Government

or private, industrial activities, but all those engaged in research, designing, and

works supervision; planners, progressors and last but not least, foremen and their

assistants. When, therefore, I refer to Management hereafter I mean the whole of that

range of men, whose knowledge and skill, patience and drive must function before those

on the shop floor can play their part.

We had to organise our industries on a war footing by rapid stages and with the enemy

at our gates, not 3,000 miles away from our shores as with you. Air raid shelters had to

be provided immediately for all employees. The precautionary camouflaging and blackout

of factories against air-raids had to be carried out; fire fighting and air-raid

precautions squads established, and trained In the handling of casualties in men and

materials, whether from fire or high explosive. Little had been done before Britain

declared war.

On the production side, we began, by absorbing the unemployed into factories which

manufacture the materials for new worms and for their equipment; that is, into the steel

works and the plants that make electrical equipment, machine tools and the other

requirements far war production.

There was none of the glamour of airplanes and tanks in this work. No employer who
had the interests of his workpeople at heart could publicly boost or advertise their
efforts in any way because or the risk of attracting the enemy

1
s bombers. Never forget

that since June 1940 when France collapsed, they have been within 20 miles of our shores.
Our workpeople would have preferred to have gone into the Services, or at least on to

what they called "direct munitions". In consequence, the Management of these basic

factories had a special problem, for there was no restriction on recruitment or on

movements of personnel at this early stage.
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They had to be very persistent and persevering both with staff and workpeople
to ensure that deliveries of these materials and plants were completed. On

then depended not the production of one tank or gun or airplane, but the growth
of whole factories to produce tanks, guns and planes, explosives etc.

As the few factories were rapidly built and equipped, they had to be

staffed, management to be provided, and personnel to be trained by drawing on

experienced establishments.

After the unemployed had been absorbed further staff and workpeople could

be made available only by rationing the public to bare essentials. This made

it possible to close down mnay factories and warehouses, some of then the life

work of theirowners and many of their workpeople. Regulations were introduced

to prevent anyone trading or manufacturing without a Government licence. Trains,

street cars, trolleys were cut down and much transport diverted to carry workpeople
to the new factories, often over long distances.

For three years now work has continued in conditions which have sometimes

been grim, when the bombers were ever, and always exhausting. The weekly food

ration includes only one egg, a Jib, of jam or preserve, four ounces of candies,
a 1/4 lb, of sugar, 25 cents worth of meat. There is none of the beautiful fruit which

we used to import from your country and elsewhere. There are no automobiles

except for war purposes, and even our sleep is rationed, because men who work less

than 60 hours and women who work loss than 55 hours a week have to undertake

compulsory fire watching. It is indeed a tribute to all branches of Management,
and to the men and women under them, that these conditions have not seriously

affected production, or impaired the general cheerfulness and determination.

It takes as long to train managements, engineers, and designers as to train

doctors, and yet the established Executives and Managements have dealt with this

problem and many millions of people have been absorbed in war industries under

these difficult conditions in throe years. Factory buildings equipped with machines

are inanimate things, until the flow of material and the planning of operations,
the provision of jigs, and the institution of training have been arranged to enable

the uninitiated from say a clothing factory to make his or her part of an aeroplane
or a gun.

In this work we have been much assisted by our committees of workmen and staff.

Many of us have had such Comittees in our factories for many years. These have

always been of great value in factory control and operation. Old stalwarts have

blazed the trail into the new factories where similar bodies are doing magnificent
work.

I would specially ask you to remember these tilings when you hear or read loose

and ignorant talk about the incompetence of managements or the slackness of workers,

ignore such references, for although there are bad people in all walks of life in all

countries, thank goodness the effect which they have had here on production is

negligible by comparison with the total effort.

You shouldremember too that industry, by accepting without a grumble the

principle of 100% Excess Profit Tax, is producing an enormously expanded output
without any addition to its profits, yet executives and managements as a whole have

not relaxed their efforts to produce in the shortest time and at the lowest cost.

The individual members of the management are also bearing, without complaint,

taxation that has substantially reduced incomes and millions of our junior staffs

are subject to taxation for the first time. Nine and a half million persons with

small incomes are now paying income tax, Where any surpluses are still available,

due to the restrictions on spending imposed by rationing, they have been freely lent,

by all classes, to the Government,

You are familiar with the brilliant victory of our airmen in the ’’Battle of

Britain” in August 1940, when they held the only bridge of Freedom against attack.

As you will know, that attack was launched with the -object of destroying our

factories and our civilian population.
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Without depreciating in any way the training, the wonderful tactics and the

magnificent courage and determination of our Air Force, we must recognise that

a major contribution to their victory over a force so numerically greater was

made by the initiative and drive of the management in the Government and in

industry, it was by their initiative that planes and detection devices superior
to the enemy*s were available for those brave pilots# When I speak of an

airplane I an thinking of the designers and makers not merely of the airframe

but of the engines, air screws, instruments, guns and alloyed metals on which

its superiority is founded.

I say to you that war today calls for something more than men in the field.

It is the function in the widest sense of Management in both our countries to

see that the performance of our aircraft, our guns and our tanks - in fact the

whole range of fighting war materials are superior to those of our enemies.

Let us see to it that Management retains initiative by fulfilling the

function so that our men in the field arc always supplied with better

equipment. Greater quantity can never make up for poorer quality, for that

means the inefficient use of man power both in the factory and in operation.

Your great country will never have to face our conditions of bombing, short

food supplies or restrictions that can seriously affect your working conditions:

I am sure therefore, that you will see to it that the contribution from your

industry is proportionately greater.

I have seen and admired your great factories like willow Run and Chryslers

Tank Arsenal, but do not forget that if we had built them here they would have
been death traps for our workers! We have had to choose sites and sizes,

and divide their individual activities, in ouch a way that our factories are

difficult to find from the air, and if they arc located by bombers and hit,

interference to production will be a minimum. This adds very greatly to the

problem of management, but through all our difficulties we proceed with full

determination towards the goal of victory. How heartened we all are that you

and Russia have joined us on the bridghead of Freedom which from June 1940

on the fall of France we held for 12 months alone ! How eagerly we look forward

to the days when our respective Governments and Managements can work together
to solve the problems of peace as they are now working together to win the war!
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